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ΑΙΑ Gold Medal 
Awarded to 
Virginia Grace 
Vίrgίnίa Randolph Grace, whose 
lifelong study of stamped amphora 
handles, begun at the ASCSA almost 60 
yeaι·s ago, has achίeved legendary 
status, was awarded the Gold Medal of 
the Archaeologίcal lnstίtute of Amerίca 
at the annual meetίngs ίn Boston thίs 
past Decembeι-. Professor Carolyn 
Koehler and Phίlίppa Matheson , both 
of whom have woι-ked wίth Mίss Gι-ace, 
contι-ίbute the followίng profίle. 

Bom in New Υ ork City in 1901, Virginia 
Grace went on to Bryn Mawr College from 
the Brearley School, where she had studied 
Latin for five years and Greek for three. 
Bryn Mawr was a family tradition; three 
of her four sisters had also gone there, 
encouraged by their father, who had been 
impressed by Professor of Greek Sanders 
("what that man teaches is education"). 

After graduation, Miss Grace worked 
briefly in Prints and Drawings at the Met
ropolitan Museum of Art, taught English 
in a New York high school, and mathe
matics at Brearley- hired by her old arith
metic teacher on the grounds that "you 

May 1980, in xenonas on the Street of the 
Knίghts in Rhodes, durίng α work perίod. 
(Phot. by Claίre Zimmerman) 
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Ten Projects Fielded in Summer '89 
Undeι- the aegίs of thι? ASCSA, scholaι-s excavated, engaged ίn sίte suι-veys, οι· ίn 
υι!1fΊ15αsίαs (joίnt Gι·eek-Ameι-ίcan pι-ojects) ίn Gι-eeι-e last summeι-. Diι·ectoι- of 
the ASCSA Wίllίam D. Ε. Coulson ι-epoι-ts. 

Survey work was caπied out at Gre
vena in northwestem Greece, under Pro
fessor Nancy Wilk4e, Carleton College, 
the Nemea Valley, led by Professor James 
Wright, Bryn Mawr College, and the 
Skourta Plain , directed by Professor Mark 
Munn, Stanford University. The Grevena 
Project, aπ interdisciplinary, all-period 
survey of the nomos (province) of Gre
vena, began fieldwork in 1987 and com
pleted its third season in October 1989. 
The nomos of Grevena, located in north
westem Greece close to the borders of 
Albania and Yugoslavia, covers approxi
mately 2500 square kilometers. Το date, 
the project has examined and collected 
material from a total of 267 sites, ranging 
from the Early Neolithic through medieval 
periods, with early Neolithic and Hellenis-

tic sites being the most common. 
The Nemea Valley Archaeological 

Project, begun in 1984, conducted its last 
field season, revisiting sites discovered in 
previous seasons and studying some areas 
not adequately covered in the past, includ
ing the slopes around the site ofTsoungiza. 
Seventeen new sites were identified and 
five old ones revisited. 

The fourth and final season of the survey 
of the Skourta Plain was conducted be
tween J uly and September \989. The survey 
area consists of teπain between the peaks 
of Mounts Pames and Kithairon, stretch
ing from the Attic lowlands in the south 
to Boeotia in the north. Α total of 120 sites 
have been studied, ranging from the Early 
Neolithic to the Turkish period; of these, 
66 were discovered for the first time. 
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Twenty-five Hundred Years of Democracy 
In 1993 the concept of a democratic 

form of government will have been on the 
books, so to speak, for 2500 years. The 
principle that the people (demos) have the 
political power (kratos) in a state became 
possible in Athens with Kleisthenes' in
troduction of a council (boule) and ten 
tribes (phylai) in 508!7 BC. 

Since then man has gone from Plato 
and Aristotle to Machiavelli and Milton, 
Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, de 
Toqueville, Woodrow Wil so n, and 
Learned Hand; from the Athenian council 
to the New England town meeting , the 
Parliament of Great Britain, and the 
Congress of the United States. 

In recent years we have witnessed bi
centennials of events and documents criti
cal to the history of modem democracies. 
And the dramatically abrupt changes in 
just this past year have focused our atten
tion on that system of political freedom 
and equality among citizens which we 
loosely call democracy. 

But what lli democracy? 
'Άs we all know," said Alcibiades, 

"democracy is an acknowledged folly." 
"We have learned the hard lesson that 
democracy is fragile and needs constant 
care," says Nancy Neuman , President of 
the League of Women Voters . Governor 
Cuomo called democracy "a sleeping 
giant," stirring again in Eastern Europe 
and other areas of our small planet . 
"Democracy is a way of living, not a 
settled prescribed destination," writes 

Pierre Gagnon in The Atlantic Monthly. 
Whatever your definition, the concept 

continues to affect nearly all human beings 
on this earth, either because their society 
operates by its principles , more or less, 
or because it does η οι . Whether one obeys 
its laws and enjoys its privileges, deplores 
its deficiencies, denies or exploits its ad
vantages, the idea remains. How is 
democracy to be taught and practised , in 
societies that have known only dictator
ships? How is it to be interpreted, imple
mented and made effective in our own 
country? 

For over a century now the ASCSA has 
been in the business of training scholars 
to know, understand and teach all aspects 
ofGreek antiquity, to become the human
ists of the future. It seems appropriate for 
the School to take the initiative ίη com
memorating this 2500th anniversary of 
the "birth" of democracy. The initiative, 
with the blessing of the School 's Trustees 
and Managing Committee, is invested in 
the capable hands of Josiah Ober, Profes
sor of Classics at Princeton University, 
and Charles Hedrick, currently Assistant 
Professor of Classics at SUNγ /Buffalo, 
working with an Advisory Council headed 
by Classics Professor Alan Boegeholdt of 
Brown University, Vice-Chairman of the 
ASCSA Managing Committee, and sup
ported by a growing number of experts. 

The program envisioned aims to reach 
both a professional and lay public, in such 
a way as also to reflect the mission and 

Kresge Foundation Awards Major 
Grant to ASCSA 

The Kresge Foundation has awarded the ASCSA a challenge grant of $250,000 
towards the construction of the Blegen Library extension. Αι the time of the an
nouncement, the School was one of 24 recipients of a total of $10,950,000 awarded 
so far in 1990. 

Α private foundation created by the personal gifts of Sebastian S. Kresge, The 
Kresge Foundation is headquartered in Troy, Michigan. It provides aid to insti
tutions operating ίη the areas of higher education, health and long-term care, arts 
and humanities, social service, science and the environment, and public affairs. 
Grants are made toward projects involving construction or renovation of facili
ties and the purchase of major capital equipment or real estate. The Kresge 
Foundation, which awarded a total of $57,553,000 to 189 charitable organizations 
in 1989, will continue to make new grant commitments during the balance of 1990. 

The Kresge Foundation makes its grants on a challenge basis, requiring the 
grant recipient to raise the remaining funds for its project. As a condition for 
receiving its award, the School must raise $760,000 by March I, 1991. 
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accomplishments of the School. It wi\1 
consist of I) a conference in Athens in De
cember 1992 followed by one ίη Wash
ington, in the Spring of 1993, each offer
ing opportunity fordialogue among various 
academic disciplines and between aca
demics and those who deal with related 
issues in the "real" world; 2) an exhibi
tion, opening in Athens, of material 
evidence illustrating the Athenian demo
cratic process. We hope the exhibition 
will then travel to other venues in the 
United States; 3) publications, possibly 
two volumes: one derived from confer
ence papers, another aimed at a wider 
readership; 4) a τν documentary designed 
to reach a general audience. 

Funding for all this is a major issue , 
of course. Already some donations have 
been received and proposals will be made 
to appropriate sources. Financial contri
butions may be sentdirectly to the School 's 
New γ ork office marked for the use of 
"Democracy 2500." 

γ our individual comments and sug
gestions are invited. Please address these 
to Professors Ober/Hedrick, c/o Democ
racy 2500, Attn. C. Vanderpool, ASCSA 
Publications Office, Institute for Advanced 
Study, Princeton NJ 08543-0631. 

The School 's commemoration of 
"Democracy 2500" will be an enlighten
ing and rewarding undertaking for all of 
us, and further, it will revitalize our 
awareness, and understanding of democ
racy. 
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always had yσur lessσn dσne." 
In 1927, inspired by a repσrt written by 

Dσrσthy Βuπ (τhσmpsσn ) in the Br·yn 
Μαwι- Bu/letίn , she set σut fσr Greece with 
her yσunger brσther , Ted; ση the same bσat 
she met Mary Zelia Pease (Philippides). 
After returηiηg tσ Bryη Mawr tσ cσmplete 
her cσurse wσrk with Professσrs Saηders , 

Rhys Carpeηter aηd Mary Hamiltση 
Swiηdler, she went back to Greece. Ιη 

1931-2 she excavated at Halai , aηd begaη 
wσrk ση stamped traηspσrt amphoras at the 
Atheηian Agora, fσr which she received 
her PhD frσm Bryn Mawr in 1934. 

Ιη the years leading up to World War 
Π, she took part ίη maηy excavatioηs aηd 
expeditiσηs-with Hetty Goldmaη at Tar
sus, ίη Cyprus (at Lapithos, aηd Jater at 
Κσurίση), aη Ιοηίaη trip with Lucy Shoe 
(Meπitt) aηd others , Aηtiσch , aηd Alex
aηdria, as well as holidays ίη Europe, as 
far ηorth as Swedeη . She also speηt two 
weeks at Pergamoη , cataloguiηg tile stamps, 
aηd glimpsed some stamped amphora han
dles "ίη a tray uηder the bed," without theη 
kηowiηg the importaηce a Pergameηe de
posit would have for her Jater chrσnology. 

At the outbreak of the Secoηd Wσrld 

1926-1927, Vi,-ginia Gωι·e as tea ι·ha, in the 
Mojave Deseι-t with snake pωvided by pupils. 

War, she gave her place ση one of the Jast 
boats takiηg fσre igners σut σf Greece to 
Lisa Wace (Freηch ), theη a child of eight, 
aηd weηt iηstead to Cyprus, where she 
helped to put excavatiση recσrds ίη order 
agaiηst poss ible ί ηνasίση . She later served 
with the State Departmeηt aηd ίη the civiliaη 
OSS ίη Cairo, Eritrea, Aηkara , I staηbul, 
aηd Smyma - where her task iηcluded 

filliηg σut importatioη forms for whisky 
"for diplomatic purposes." 

After the war, she weηt back to the 
study of Greek amphoras, first at the 
Iηstitute fσr Advanced Study in Princetoη , 
aηd then ίη Atheηs ίη 1949, where she has 

/943 , on holiday in the Tu,-kish Moιωtaίns , during 
wa,- servίce in Ankara . (Phot. by Chaι·ies ljfla) 

lived ever since. The stream of amphora 
publicatiσns, which had begun before the 
war, has cσntinued unabated; ηumerous 
schσlars have come to depend οη her knowl
edge, for publishiηg their own amphora 
fragments or for establishing and dating 
excavation contexts. Gradually the refer
eηces to "mere stamp collectiηg" and her 
"banausic activities" have been replaced 
by acceptance of her revisions of Helle
nistic chroηology, based Jargely on her 
carefully constructed lists of the magis
trates named on amphora stamps. Ιη an 
article ίη Η espaίa, 1985, she preseηts 
evidence from four different classes σf 

U. of Chicago Excavates at Isthmia 
The 1989 excavations at the Sanctuaη 
of Poseίdon at lsthmίa , conducted 
unda the auspίces of the Unίvasίty of 
Chίcago and the ASCSA , ι-evealed 
much new ίnfoι-matίon on the sίte ' s 
hίstoι-y and topogι-aphy . Fίeld Dίι-ectoι

Elίzabeth R. Gebhaι-d, who ίs Pωfes

soι- of Classίcs at the Unίvasίty of 
lllίnoίs at Chίcago , summaι-ίzes the 
results . 

Ιη thi s past seasσn's campaign, explo
ration ίη and arouηd the Temple ofPosei
don fumished a wealth of new evidence 
fσr reconstructing the hi story of the 
Saηctuary at Isthmia, while further clear-

iηg ση the Rachi, a low ridge immediately 
to the sσuth , uηcσvered extensive details 
about life ίη a small industrial community 
during the Helleηistic period .* 

The Saηctuary of Poseidση was dis
covered by Oscar Broηeer in 1952 aηd ex
cavated under his directioη until 1967. 
Five volumes of the fiηal publicatioηs 

have appeared, four ofthem in the Isthmia 
series. Sσme years agσ, hσwever, it became 
apparent that further excavatioηs were 
needed to clarify the development and 
hi stσry σf the Saηctuary. As a pσlitical 
meeting place with a panhelleηic athletic 
festival modeled on the Olympic Games, 
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Wίnter , 1955, at Abu Mena, in the Western 
Desen . From top of .Haίrs, Μι·. Lucas Benaki , 
'Ίhe lamp lady," Viι·ginia Gι-ac·e , Ms. Μα,-ία 

Petopoulakou, and "Little Aziza ." (Phot. 
probably Andreas Dίmoulin is) 

amphσras tσ date the construction of the 
Middle Stoa at the Athenian Agora to a 
precise year, 183 BC. 

With hindsight , perhaps the most 
remarkable thing about her achievement is 
nσt that amphora studies could be made 
to yield such importaηt results, but that 
there is such a contrast between the mea
gemess σfthe fiηancial resources available 
and the richness σf the human resources 
which Miss Grace was able tσ press intσ 
amphora service. Τwσ σf her assistants, 
Maria Savvatianou-Petropoulakou (cσ

authσr of the vσlume ο η stamps frσm Delos) 
and Andreas Demoulinis ("we all make 
mistakes; even Andreas makes mistakes"), 
made pσssible the development of her 
rigorous aηd complex filing system. In 
tum, this has leηt itself remarkably well 
to cσmputerizatiσn, cuπently under way 
(though Miss Grace is ησt necessarily 
pleased with the idea that "she has a mind 
like a computer"). Α host σf others have 
wσrked with her for periods of varying du
ratioη, typiηg, makiηg records, translating 
Russiaη articles, and processiηg photo
graphs, while her travels have taken her 
all σver the Mediteπanean ίη the cσmpany 
σf vast numbers σf frieηds and acquain-
tances. 

the Isthmiaη shrine was one σfthe earliest 
and most important religiσus centers in 
the Greek wσrld . 

Ι η σrder to explain the fσrmation σf the 
cult place and its expansiσn in succeeding 
ceηturies , we needed a well-dσcumented 
account of the layers of earth suπσunding 
its central area, with a detailed record of 
the artifacts deposited in those layers. 
Analyses σf ash, bone, carbonized plant 
remains and pollen would give us iηfor
mation abσut the envirσnment. 

Separate from the Sanctuary but par
tially explored ίη the first excavations, the 
settlement on the Rachi ridge provided an 
uηusual example of a small community 

conrinued on page 12 



Excavations 
continued from front page 

Perhaps the most important site is that of 
the fortress at Panakton, which secured the 
Athenian presence in the area, particularly 
from the fifth through the third centuries 
BC. Β y the second half of the fourth century 
BC, farmsteads began to be built ίη great 
numbers in the area, a phenomenon which 
reached its height at the tum of the fourth 
to the third centuries BC, when Thebes was 
reduced to comparative insignificance. 
Athens, while no longer a power abroad, 
successfully dominated this hinterland. 
However, most of the small sites do not 
outlast the third century; Panakton itself 
seems to have been abandoned at the end 
of the century. Subsequently, a series of 
small hamlets was built along the northem 
edge of the plain, continuing into the Roman 
period. Most likely the city of Tanagra ex
ploited this hinterland after Athens. 

The School 's three syner-gasίas were 
all on Crete: on Pseira, directed by Pro
fessor Philip Betancourt, Temple Univer
sity, and Dr. Costis Davaras, Ephor ofEast 
Crete, and Mochlos, under Professor Jeffrey 
Soles, University of North Carolina
Greensboro, and Dr. Davaras in east Crete, 
and at Phalasama, directed by Professor 
Frank Frost, University of Califomia at 
Santa Barbara, and Dr. Elpida Hatzidaki, 
Ephoreia of W est Crete, in west Crete. 

Excavations on Pseira began in 1986 
to reexamine those areas dug by Richard 
Seager in 1906 and 1907 and to excavate 
new areas. Previously, there had been no 
systematic exploration of a Minoan settle
ment in the Gulf ofMirabello. This summer, 
excavations were conducted in the settle
ment, in the Final Neolithic to Middle 
Bronze Age cemetery, and at the location 
oftwo Minoan dams. In the Minoan town, 
work concentrated on the Plateia House, 
a large building at the north side of the 
town square, where excavations showed 
that the eastem wing had been constructed 
at the end of Late Minoan IA and destroyed 
at the end of Late Minoan ΙΒ. Excavation 
beneath the floor revealed two earlier 
architectural phases, one dating to Middle 
Minoan and the other to Late Minoan IA. 
In the cemetery, the excavators cleared 
eleven tombs of varying types, including 
cist graves and rock shelters. 

Joint excavations on the neighboring 
island of Mochlos began for the first time 
since Richard Seager's work there in 1908. 
The cemetery exploration revealed three 
tombs, which had been thoroughly plun
dered, probably in antiquity. Finds included 
Early Minoan 11-ΙΙΙ and Middle Minoan Ι 
potsherds and a cylinder seal of haematite 
which was imported from Northem Syria. 

Ι η the settlement, parts of four Neopalatial 
houses were exposed. One of these, with 
facade and staircase of ashlar masonry , 
dates to the Late Minoan ΙΒ phase. Beneath 
its floor is a layer of volcanic ash, under 
which was discovered Late Minoan ΙΑ 
pottery, the first conclusive evidence from 
Crete itself that the volcano on Thera 
erupted towards the end of Late Minoan 
ΙΑ, and that Minoan civilization continued 
to flourish on Crete through the Late Mi
noan ΙΒ phase. 

At Phalasama, the joint Greek/Ameri
can team traced the entire line of the 
acropolis and harborfortifications and con
ducted a magnetometer survey which 
produced a series of anomalies, particu
larly in the harbor area. These have been 
targeted for investigation in 1990. 

The three excavatίon permits were held 
by Corinth, under the direction of Charles 

View of East House and Kastι-o , Ka vousi , Cι·eιe. 
(Phot. by Kaι·en Pι·euss) 

Κ. Williams Π, ASCSA; lsthmia, under 
Professor Elizabeth Gebhard, University 
of Chicago, discussed elsewhere in this 
issue (p. 3); and Kavousi on Crete, led by 
William Coulson , ASCSA Director, 
Geraldine Gesell, University of Tennes
see, and Leslie Day, Wabash College. 
Excavations also continued ίη the Athe· 
nian Agora under ProfessorT. Leslie SheaΓ, 
Jr., ASCSA and Princeton University, and 
John McK. Camp, ASCSA Mellon Profes
sor of Archaeology. 

Excavations in Corinth have been 
carried out by the School almost continu
ously since 1896. In 1989, work focused 
on the area at the west end of the forum, 
where in 190 I and 191 Ο the School had 
uncovered the outline of a large podium 
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belonging to Teπiple Ε. Although the 
temple was excavated and subsequently 
published, much Όf its temenos remained 
unexplored, and its identification the sub
ject of controversy. Some scholars identify 
the temple as the Capitolium, others as site 
of the imperial cult. The new excavations 
may resolve· the controversy, and at th'e 
same time establish a precise chronology 
for temple and temenos, as well as for the 
West Shops. · 

Ι η the summer of 1988, after a six year 
hiatus, the School resumed work along t~'e 
north side of the Athenian Agora, where 
in 1981 excavators uncovered a portion of 
the famed Stoa Poikile. West of the Stoa 
lay other buildings of the classical perioq, 
including the Sanctuary of Aphrodite 
Ourania. In the early Roman period, a 
temple of Roman type seems to have 
embellished the classical sanctuary of 
Aphrodite, but only one corner of its steps 
came to light in the area uncovered in the 
early 1980's. The 1989 season resumed 
work at the site of the Aphrodite sanctu
ary. Since these excavations began at the 
floor level of modern basements, late 
Byzantine remains were the first to come 
to light; their exploration occupied virtu
ally the entire season. It appears that from 
the ninth through the twelfth centuries AD, 
this area was a thriving neighborhood of 
small houses interspersed with commer
cial or industrial establishments. In gen
eral, the remains consisted of rubble walls, 
which probably served as foundations 
beneath a superstructure of sun-dried bric~. 
Without exception, the rooms had floors 
ofhard-tamped earth or clay, and under tlle 
surface itself there were numerous jar-like 
storage bins, or pithoi, which could accorτι
modate in bulk products such as grain or 
olive oil. It appears likely that the hous~s 
in this area were abandoned by their owners 
at the beginning of the thirteenth century, 
when in 1205 Athens was sacked in the 
aftermath of the Fourth Crusade. Beneath 
the lowest floors of the houses was a deep 
earth fill of the early Byzantine period; in 
various places, this deep debris was 
excavated down to Roman levels, and the 
last days of the season brought tantalizing 
glimpses of heavy masonry foundations 
deeper down. 

The Kavousi Project ίη east Crete w,as 
formed in 1978 for the purpose of reex
amining two early Iron Age settlements 
(Vronda and the Kastro) located near the 
modem village of Kavousi. These sites 
were identified and briefly excavated in 
Ι 900 and 1901 by Harriet Boyd (Hawes), 
the first American woman to have directed 
an excavation in Greece. They are particu-

continued on next page 



Explorations of Cretan Rural Landscape Continu~ 
ASCSA students Donald C. Haggis and 
Margaret S. Mook of the Univasity of 
Mίnnesota aι·e c·uπ·ently paι·ticipating 
in the Kaιιousi-Thriphtί Survey, 
desσibed in the followίng note. 

'Όn hoιidays and on days when the 
ground was too wet for digging we rode 
up and down Kavousi pιain and the neigh
boring coast hills seeking for the Bronze 
Age settlement which Ι was convinced ιay 
in these ιowιands somewhere near the sea. 
It was discouraging work, for my eyes 
soon came to see walls and the tops of bee
hive tombs in every chance grouping of 
stones, and we went to many a rise in 
ground which at a distance ιooked ιike a 
perfect Mycenaean hill, but proved to be 
aιι rock. From an archaeoιogicaι as well 
as an agricuιturaι point of view the curse 
of the Kavousi region is the shallowness 
of soil." 

In the earιy spring of 190 I , when Haπiet 
Boyd was investigating the Late Minoan 
JII "Cycιopean" walls at Avgo, such was 
her impression of the pιain of Kavousi. 
Aιthough the _methods and phiιosophy of 
archaeoιogicaι survey have changed vastιy 
in the ιast 89 years, the fundamentaι purpose 
has remained the same: to increase the 
sampιe of archaeoιogicaι sites and to expand 
the archaeoιogicaι record. Boyd was well 
aware of the diverse environments at 
Kavousi and the muιtifarious agricuιturaι 
strategies of the contemporary villagers. 
Her disappointment with the Kavousi soil 

Excavations 
contίnued frorιι preceding page 

ιarιy important because they span the ιate 
Bronze to the early Iron Age (12th - 8th 
centuries BC), a period of major cuιturaι 
transition from the prehistoric Minoan to 
the historic Greek civilization, a time 
popuιarιy called the Dark Age of Greece. 
Cleaning since ι 983 and excavation since 
ι 987 on the ιower hill of Vronda have 
uncovered a sizeable Late Minoan ΙΙΙ 

settlement, incιuding an LMIIIC pottery 
kiιn, an LMIIIC shrine with an extemal 
cuιt deposit of goddesses with upraised 
hands and snake tubes, and a series of Late 
Geometric to Earιy Orientalizing crema
tion and inhumation burials (8th - 7th 
centuries BC), found in the abandoned 
Late Minoan IIIC buiιdings on the ridge 
and in the tholos cemetery area. The set
tιement on the Kastro is located on a peak 
some 700 m. above sea ιeveι Rooms have 
been discovered on long, naπow teπaces 
running down the slopes ofthe Kastro. The 

notwithstanding, a small team of students 
from the University ofMinnesota has begun 
surveying the region of Kavousi in search 
of evidence for ruraι Minoan settιements. 

The Kavousi-Thriphti Survey (KTS), a 
component of the Kavousi Project Exca
vations, is conducted under the auspices 
oftheAmerican Schooι ofClassical Studies 
at Athens and with the permission of the 
Greek Ministry of Cuιture and the Ar
chaeological Ephoreia of Eastem Crete. 
Reexploration of the Kavousi area was 
conducted initially between 1974 and 1978 
by Professors Lesιie Ρ. Day of Wabash 

Ηαιτίeι Boyd αι Gσιυ-nία, CΓete, 1903. (τhe 
Uniνeι-siry Museιιm , Univasiry of Pennsylvania) 

rooms on the west are particularly impor
tant, for they have yielded stratified deposits 
from Late Minoan IIIC through Late 
Geometric and thus indicate a long period 
of inhabitation on the Kastro. 

For the summer of 1990, the School has 
applied to the Minίstry of Culture for the 
completion of survey projects at Grevena 
and Vrokastro in east Crete and for the 
initiation of a survey on the island of 
Kythera. The Schooι has also requested the 
continuation of the three synagasίas on 
Crete and of the excavations at Corinth, 
the Athenian Agora, and Kavousi. It has 
also requested the resumption of excava
tions at Haιai in eastem Lokris under the 
direction of Professor John Coleman of 
Comell University. Excavations had pre
yiousιy been caπied out at Haιai between 
1911 and 1935 by Hetty Goldman and 
Alice Walker. Since I 986, Professor 
Coleman has been conducting a survey in 
the area of Halai in preparation for further 
excavations. 
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Membas of the Kaνoιιsi-ThΓiphti Sιιn•ey at 
Skouι·iasmenos, Kavousi: from left ισ Γighr, 
Claιιdia Honeywe/1 , Margaret S. Μσσk, and 
Donald C. Haggis. 

College and Geraιdine C. Gesell of the 
University of Tennessee. Their purpose 
was to study sites which had been incom
pιeteιy published by Haπiet Boyd, Edith 
Hall and other scho1ars in the early 20th 
century, and to explore new areas of this 
rich archaeoιogica11andscape. The KTS is 
rooted in these early reconnaissances and 
its purpose is to provide an environmentaι 
and chronological background for the cur
rent excavations at the Early Iron Age sites 
of V ronda and Kastro conducted by Pro
fessors Gesell, W. D. Ε Coulson, and Day. 

Systematic intensive survey is an 
arduous process involving hours of walk
ing in never-ending groves of olives and 
on precipitous mountain peaks. lts results 
may have discouraged Haπiet Boyd who 
was searching for a Minoan palace or 
Mycenaean tholos tomb, but today the in
formation provides the basis for recon
structing the rural environment, the land
scape between the town and palace, where 
people ιived, farmed, shepherded, fished, 
and traveled to market. Of the some 70 
Minoan sites (Early Minoan ΙΙ-Late Minoan 
IIIC) recovered in 1988-89 in the Kavousi 
plain and suπounding hills, five may rep
resent commercial and fishing interests, 
four are winter pastoral dwellings, two 
represent small villages, and the remaining 
sites are isolated farmsteads or hamlets. 
Questions addressed by the KTS incιude: 
what is the state of ruraι habitation after 
the apparent widespread destructions of 
Late Minoan Ι (ca. 1450 BC); and are land 
use potentiaι and resource avaiιability 

reasons for the theoήzed shift in settιement 
from coastaι plain to mountain in Late 
Minoan IIIC (ca. 1200 BC). 

Investigation of the rural \andscape of 
Crete, the study of the hinterland of farm
steads, hamιets, villas, sanctuaήes and shep
herding estabιishments can only augment 
our understanding of the civilization of 
Minoan Crete, its development and after
math. 



ΑΙΑ Session Studies Olynthus 
Nίcholas Cahill , ASCSA '85- '86 , who is finishing hίs doc·toι-al thesίs at UC Bakeley 
on household and uΓban oΓganizatίon at Olynthus , summal"izes hae α special panel 
on the sίte held at the Boston AIA meetings in Decembeι-, '89. 

Olynthus occupies a special place in 
the history of the American School and of 
Classical Archaeology in general. It was 
among the first American School excava
tions, where many well-known American 
and Greek archaeologists received their 
first training. Furthermore, its destruction 
by Philip ΙΙ and apparent abandonment in 
348 BC seemingly provided a key fixed 
point in pottery chronology, as well as 
unique evidence for the study of ancient 
urban planning and housing. 

Although Professor David Μ. Robin
son of Johns Hopkins University finished 
his excavations at Olynthus over fifty years 
ago, the site is at the center of controversy 
now, in part due to subsequent discoveries 
elsewhere in Greece. The ASCSA exca
vation at Koroni, a Ptolemaic fort on the 
east coast of Attica, has shown a gap of 
about a generation in the chronology of 
Attic pottery, somewhere in the late fourth 
or early third century BC. In order to 
explain this discrepancy the dating of 
pottery from Olynthus, long considered a 
fixed point, has come under scrutiny. 
Moreover, recent interest in Greek urban-

ism has focused attention on the houses 
of Olynthus. These are not only exten
sively excavated, but were found with many 
artifacts still in sίtu on the floors, one of 
the very few sites anywhere in the 
Mediterranean where domestic assem
blages have been well-excavated and 
recorded. 

Το assess the contribution of Olynthus 
to the study of Greek archaeology, and to 
reevaluate the finds in light of recent 
discoveries, Professor Susan Rotroff of 
Hunter College organized a special ses
sion at the Boston ΑΙΑ meetings in 
December. 

Among those who suggest that the site 
was not totally abandoned after 348 BC, 
Professor James Dengate, of the Univer
sity of Illinois at Urbana, noted that a 
number of coins of Alexander the Great 
and other early Hellenistic issues discov
ered on the site show a reoccupation which 
continued for some 30 years. He also 
assigns a sizable number of less easily 
datable coins to this late phase, conclud
ing that pottery ascribed to the destruction 
of 348 could actually date as late as 316 

----Deνelopment News ----
ASCSA Matches Mellon Grant. 

In the last issue of the Newsletter, the 
School announced that the Andrew 
W. Mellon foundation had awarded 
$200,000 in endowment funds to 
support the Blegen Library. "We are 
happy to report that the ASCSA has 
successfully matched these funds," 
says President of the Board, Hunter 
Lewis. "The grant and the matching 
funds come at a crucial time, as we 
are midway through the construction 
of the new wing." 

Award for Bibliographical As
sistant. The Ν. Demos Foundation of 
Chicago, a generous supporter of the 
Gennadeion for many years, has 
awarded the School $10,000 for 
support of a bibliographical assistant 
in the Gennadius Library. 

The Demos Foundation has been 
contributing to the School since 1969. 
The Foundation supported construc
tion of the Gennadius' new wing in 

1969 and the construction of a wing 
in the lsthmia Museum in 1971. Since 
the late seventies, the Foundation has 
focused on the Gennadius Library, 
with special emphasis on providing 
staff assistance for work on the ar
chives. 

Archival support from the Demos 
Foundation was originally used to 
catalogue and make available the 
papers ofHeinrich Schliemann. Ι η line 
with the Foundation 's particular inter
est in preserving materials connected 
with the Greek heritage, it has also 
supported work on the archival ma
terial s of Greek com poser D im ί tri Mi
tropoulos, diplomat Athanasios 
Souliotes-Nikolaides and the catalogu
ing of editions of Koraes in the col
lection of John Gennadius. In recent 
years, the Foundation has enabled the 
School to train a young Greek as a 
library bibliographic assistant. Eleni 
Foumaraki is completing her second 
year under the terms of this project. 

BC, when Olynthus was finally abandoned. 
This would neatly.fi\1 the gap in early Hel
lenistic pottery chronology. Another pro
ponent of downdating the Olynthus ma
terial is Dr. Mark Rose, who spoke both 
on the reoccupation and on the absolute 
dates of Chalcidic silver coins. 

Professor Rotroff considered the 
implications of a revised chronology at 
other sites. She concluded that dating pot
tery as late as 316 BC would create a mass 
of contradictions, as for example in 
Athenian bronze coinage. Moreover, the 
Kerameikos has recently produced depos
its fairly closely dated around 316 BC; the 
pottery looks distinctly later than most of 
the Olynthian material. Therefore she 
suggests that while there may be a few late 
vases from Olynthus, the majority of the 
pottery should sti\1 be dated to Philip's 
destruction. 

Where conclusions can be drawn in 
other areas, they tend to support the origi
nal dating of Olynthus. Professor Hector 
Williams, of the University of British 
Columbia, spoke on lamps, particularly in 
comparison to those recently excavated at 
nearby Toroni, while Dr. Beryl Barr
Sharrar examined the bronzes, comparing 
them to finds from Macedonian tombs. 
The "minor finds" were discussed by 
Professor Anna Benjamin of Rutgers 
University. 

In an historical paper, Professor Julia 
Heske\1, of Brown University, explored 
Olynthus' relations with Macedon, par
ticularly the notion that Olynthus was an 
"innocent victim" of Philip's aggression. 
Her analysis of the treaty between Philip 
and the Chalcidians in 356, and the sub
sequent breakdown of relations, suggests 
instead that at least at first, Olynthus was 
able to demand heavy concessions from 
the Macedonian king in exchange for the 
alliance. 

My own interest lies in urban planning 
and the organization of the city and its 
houses. Olynthus offers a unique oppor
tunity to study Classical houses together 
with their contents: how rooms were used, 
what kinds of work went on in houses, and 
how various districts of the city differed. 
Looking at both architecture and finds, Ι 
think we can see distinct neighborhoods 
in the city, and social relationships be
tween the families who lived on the same 
block. On the date of abandonment, Ι 

believe the coins prove reoccupation of 
only the northern tip of the hi\1, not of the 
whole site, and that the household assem
blages can be dated to Philip's destruction. 

The consensus of all who participated 
in the session was that there is new and 
exciting work to be done at Olynthus. 
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Athena Born Again ίο Nashville 
Baι·bara Tsakirgίs, ASCSA SS ' 75 and 
Regular Membeι· '80- ' 81, is Assίstant 
Professoι· at Vanderbίlt Unίvasίty and 
one of seveι-al scholars who are advί
soι·s on the Athena Parthenos pωject 
in Nashvίlle, which wίll be unveiled on 
May 20, 1990. She wrίtes: 

Accσrdiηg tσ Greek mythσlσgy, Atheηa 
spraηg fully grσwη aηd armed frσm the 
head σf her father Zeus. Ιη Nashville, 
Teηηessee, ίη the wσrld's σηly full-scale 
replica σf the Partheηση, Atheηa is cσmiηg 
tσ life agaiη, but this time at a slightly 
slσwer pace thaη ίη her first birth. 

The Nashville Athena ιιndπ constι·ucιion. 

ΑΙΑ Announces 
New Fellowship 

The ΑΙΑ has aηησuηced the crea
tiση σf a ηew fellσwship which will 
grant a stipeηd σf apprσximately $6000 
to aη iηcσmiηg Assσciate Member σr 
Studeηt Assσciate Member at the 
ASCSA. The Αηηa C. aηd Oliver C. 
Cσlbum Fellσwship will be awarded 
fσr the academ ic year 1991-1992 cση
tiηgeηt upση the applicaηt's accep
taηce at the Schσσl and is σpeη tσ US 
σr Caηadiaη resideηts whσ are at the 
pre-dσctσral stage σr whσ have re
ceived the PhD degree withiη the last 
five years. Mσre than amateur archae
σlσgist, the late Mr. Cσlbum, wheη ίη 
his 60's, became a full-time schσlar 
aηd PhD at the Uηiversity σfPeηnsyl
vaηia. Deadliηe fσr applicatiση is Feb
ruary 1, 1991. Fσr further iηfσrma
tiση, cσηtact the Archaeσlσgical Iηsti
tute σf America ίη Βσstση, Tel: 617/ 
353-9361. 

Ησw did it all beg iη? In 1897, Teηηes

see built a Parthenση as the ceηterpiece in 
its exhibitiσn fσr the state ' s ceηteηηial year. 
Tweηty-three years later, when the first 
stuccσ and lathe Partheηση was cσηdemηed 
as uηsσuηd, the Nashvilliaηs vσted public 
fuηds tσ replace the buildiηg ίη permaηeηt 
materials. The secσηd Nashville Parthe
ηση ( 1920-1931) was built σf cσηcrete aηd 
gravel frσm the Pσtomac River, a cσmbi
ηatiση which, in electric light, shiηes hσηey 
white,just like weathered Peηtelic marble. 
The buildiηg measures tσ withiη σηe

quarter iηch σf the Pericleaη σrigiηal aηd 
has all σf the σptical refiηemeηts, iηclud
iηg the iηcliηatiση σf the verticals aηd the 
curvature σf the hσrizσηtals. The sσurces 
fσr all aspects σf the buildiηg are tσ be 
credited fσr the accuracy σfthe cσpy; Peη
rσse's drawiηgs were fσllσwed ίη the 
cσηstructiση, aηd the yσuηg William Bell 
Diηsmσσr, Sr. served as cσηsultaηt ίη the 
prσject. 

Fσr fifty years a bσχ marked "Fσr a 
Statue σf Atheηa" stσσd iηside the build
iηg. Schσσlchildreη aηd visitors frσm all 
σver depσsited their peηηies, ηickels aηd 
dimes, aηd at the fiftieth aηηiversary σfthe 
ηew Partheηση, the mσηey was cσuηted. 
Cσηtributiσηs tσtaled mσre thaη $27,000, 
sσ it was decided that wσrk ση Atheηa 
cσuld begiη. Α cσmpetitiση was held aηd 
Alaη LeQuire, a sculptσr whσ prσposed tσ 
base his wσrk as heavily as pσssible ση the 
evideηce fσr the σrigiηal statue, wση the 
cσmmissiση. 

Wσrk ση Atheηa has takeη seveη years. 
With the σrigiηal mσηies speηt, several 
additiσηal graηts have geηerσusly sup
pσrted the project. The sculptσr's studiσ 
was destrσyed by fire, aηd with it the early 
mσdels fσr the base sculpture aηd the shield. 
Iηstead σf chryselephaηtiηe, as ίη the 
σrigiηal, the mσdem sculptσr wσrked with 
a durable, but light mixture σf cσηcrete aηd 
fiberglass, ση aη iηterηal armature σf steel, 
siηce Atheηa is sited ίη the area σf the New 
Madrid fault, cause σf the mσst pσwerful 
earthquake ever tσ hit the Uηited States. 
The base is σf marble aηd the spear is made 
frσm a flagpσle dσηated by McDσηald's. 
There are alsσ plaηs tσ apply gσld leaf tσ 
thσse pσrtiσηs σf the statue which were 
gσld, if a dσησr caη be fσuηd. 

Atheηa stands σver fσrty feet high. The 
statue base is decσrated with the birth σf 
Paηdσra; the figures ίη this sceηe bear the 
faces σf the priηci pal iηstigatσrs σf Atheηa' s 
mσdem rebirth. Cσηtestaηts ίη the Ceηtau
rσmachy ruη alσηg the edge σf Atheηa's 
saηdals, aηd the relief Amazσησmachy 
rages ση her fifteeη fσσt high shield. 
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Head of the Nashville Athena. 

LeQuire has decliηed tσ put his pσrtrait ίη 
the Amazσησmachy, as Pheidias is reputed 
tσ have dσηe ίη the fifth ceηtury. Ιη her 
σutstretched right haηd, Atheηa bears the 
gσddess Nike, whσ staηds six feet tall. 
LeQuire has fueled the fires σf the cσlumη/ 
ησ cσlumη debate, by σmittiηg the suppσrt 
uηder Atheηa's haηd, aided σf cσurse by 
the streηgth σf the steel armature. Atheηa' s 
Gσrgση, a hσπific, grimaciηg image, decσ
rates the middle σf her sηaky-edged aegis, 
aηd the sphiηxes aηd crest σf the gσddess' 
helmet ηearly tσuch the ceiliηg. 

Αmσηg the schσlarly cσηsultaηts whσ 
have advised ση the appearaηce σf Atheηa 
are Prσfessσrs Bruηilde Ridgway σf Bryη 
Mawr Cσllege, aη eηthusiastic suppσrter 
σfthe prσject siηce its iηceptiση whσ urged 
LeQuire tσ "be his σwη Pheidias, ησt merely 
a cσpyist," aηd Evelyη Ηaπίsση σf the 
Iηstitute σf Fiηe Arts. 

The uηveiliηg ίη May will be cele
brated with city-wide activities, iηclud
iηg a parade aηd firewσrks. Οη the fσllσw
iηg day a series σf guest speakers iηcludiηg 
Prσfessσrs Ridgway, Ηaπisση, J.J. Pσllitt, 
aηd the authσr will iηtrσduce Nashvilliaηs 
tσ all aspects σf their city gσddess, ση 
tσpics as varied as art iη public places aηd 
the Juηgiaη iηterpretatiση σf Atheηa. 

Cσηtrσversy has already surfaced abσut 
the appearaηce σf a pagaη gσddess ίη a city 
which sσme call "the buckle σf the Bible 
belt," aηd the σrgaηizers hσpe that all 
citizeηs σf Nashville will cσme tσ realize 
aηd appreciate the timeless civic aspects 
σf the gσddess. 



Ι I l d l I Ι .. . yεyovos- και yεyοvοτα ... peop e an p aces ... yεyovos- και yεyοvοτα . .. 

In October, \989, the new Director of 
the Gennadius Library, Donald Μ. Nicol , 
gave his Inaugural Lecture on "Byzan
tium, Venice and the Fourth Crusade." Dr. 
Nicol has just published a brief biography 
of J ohn Gennadi us, founder of the Library, 
available from the Gennadeion. 

Director of the Gennadeion Donald Nicol 
presentίng his inaugural lectuι·e on October 17, 
entίtled "Byzantium, Venίce, and the Fourth 
Crusade. " 

In memory of Francis R. Walton, for 
many years Director of the Gennadius 
Library, the ASCSA organized aπ evening 
dedicated to his memory on March 29. 
Speakers included William D. Ε. Coul
son, Director of the School, James R. 
McCredie, Chairman of the Managing 
Committee and Director of the Institute of 
Fine Arts at New York University, Sophie 
Papageorgiou, Librarian of the Genna
dius Library, and Director Donald Μ. Ni
col. Dr. Walton' s children, Sara and David, 
flew to Athens from the United States to 
attend the event. The Ninth Annual Walton 
Lecture, entitled "The Platonic Renais
sance in 15th Century Italy," was then 
presented by C. Μ. Woodhouse. The 
evening's proceedings will be published. 

Professor Mary Β. Moore of Hunter 
College spoke on "Exekias and Naπative" 
in a \ecture given at the School in January 
to honor Mrs. Mary Zelia Philippides, for 
many years Librarian of the Blegen Li
brary. 

Dι·. Mary Μοοι·e wίth Mary Zelίa Phίlίppίdes at 
/ectισe ίn honor of Μι·s. Phίlίppίdes, January 16. 

The ASCSA, the Greek Music Circ\e, 
and the Center for Contemporary Music 
Research commemorated the thirtieth 
anniversary of the death of Dimitri Mitro
poulos with a panel discussion and two 
concerts , including two world premieres, 
on Apri\2-3 at the Gennadius Library. Per
formers included Alexandra Cambouro
poulou, Nina Patrikidou, Efi Agrafioti, 
Vicky Stylianou, and pianist John G. 
Papaioannou, who organized the concerts. 

ASCSA Archiνes Receiνe Gift from DBT---
Mezzon Archivist Carol Zerner and Associate Member Harriet Blitzer report on α ι·ecent gift by Dorothy Burr Thompson . 

The Archives of the ASCSA have 
benefitted greatly by Dorothy Βuπ 
Thompson's recent gift of photo
graphs, dating from her early years in 
Greece. The collection, comprising 
over 800 negatives and hundreds of 
prints, documents archaeology as well 
as traditional life and regional vari
ation in Greece and other areas of the 
eastem Mediteπanean in the 1920's 
and 1930's, providing a valuable 
resource for scholars ofGreek culture, 
history, archaeology and ethnography. 
Haπiet Blitzer is making good use of 
the material in preparing her study 
entitled The Traditional Industries of 
Greece: Their History, Technology, 
Raw Materials and Trade. 

Caωl Zerna 

In Aegean archaeology, the use of 
ethnography - that is, the details of 
traditional Greek material culture -
has advanced in recent years from a 
casual recognition of data to a more 
systematic application ofthe meaning 
of traditional man-land relationships, 
their material products and distribu-

tion, and their resulting physical 
remains in the Greek countryside. 
Efforts of this type are now critical 
in the Aegean basin (a fact long-rec
ognized by Greek scho\ars of 
laograph.ia) simply because, with the 
death of knowledgeable elders, much 
information is lost daily about trade, 
traditional agriculture and animal hus
bandry, and virtually every industry 
whose cultural and technological roots 
lie in the complex world of the pre-
20th century Aegean. 

Any scholarly application of eth
nography to archaeological remains 
in Greece is clearly dependent on care
ful, consistent and quantitative record
ing of ethnographic data in the field 
and on complementary historical, 
archival and library research. The 
Thompson photographic archive, with 
details of trade-by-sail and overland 
commerce by karo and aωbas in 
Greece in the years prior to World 
War Π, yields one more thread in this 
diaphanous fabric oftraditional Greek 
life. Dated photographs, for example, 
of pottery production and trade in the 
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Peloponnese and northem Greece; of 
rush beehives transported from Con
stantinople and Anatolian-type chest
nut-wood hamal baskets in the port of 
Patras; and of caiques with lateen sails 
setting off from Chalkis and Aegina, 
al\ help to clarify interconnections 
within the pre-mechanized Aegean and 
to identify the production and move
ment of goods and commodities. 

In the second half of the twentieth 
century, the study oftraditionallife in 
Greece has been graced by the incom
parable photography of Ο . τιoupas of 
Larisa. Would that his talents had been 
available in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries when so much more 
was extant. With this in mind, the ac
cessibility in the American Schoo\ of 
any photographic archive like that of 
Dorothy Thompson becomes essen
tial, not only as a possible source for 
the archaeologist seeking information 
about traditional lifestyles, trade or 
industry, but as a record of thi s land 
and its people, so important to al\ of 
us . 

Ηαιτίet Blitza 
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At the annual Open Meeting on March 
30, 1990, over three hundred members of 
the Schoo1, staff, and the Athenian ar
chaeologica1 community heard Professor 
James R. McCredie, Chairman of the 
Managing Committee, speak on "Designs 
of Power: Patronage in Hellenistic 
Samothrace." William D. Ε. Coulson, 
ASCSA Director, reported on the work of 
the School in 1989. 

Pι·ofessoι· Yildiz Otiiken, from Hacettepe 
Univeι-sity, Ankara , spoke οιι "Byzantine 
Monuments of Tuι·kish Thrace" on February 20 
at the Schoo/. Fωnι /eft , Hara/ambos Bakirtzis , 
Ephoι· of Thrace, Professor Argyris Petωnotis , 

Univeι-sity of Thessaloniki, Kostas Skambavias , 
Byzantine Ephoι·eia of the Cyc/ades, and 
Pι·ofessoι· Otiiken. 

The publishing house of Philip νοη 
Zabem has just announced the publication 
of a German version of John McK. Camp 's 
book on the Agora, originally published 
by Thames and Hudson. Dr. Camp is Mellon 
Professor of Archaeology at the ASCSA. 

Cωwιιing the ejfoΓts of staff and stucleιιts, 
DiΓeι·toι· Coιι/son p/aces the sιαι· on top of the 
tΓee at the αιιιιuα/ Christmas parry in Decembeι-. 

Whitehead Pι·ofessoι· at tlιe School fοΓ 1989-90, 
William Bieι-s , University of MissouΓi at 
Columbia, (Γight), and Willianι D. Ε. Cοιι/sοιι, 

DiΓectoι· of the ASCSA , at the /ectuι·e given by 
Pι·ofessoι· Bieι-s ίιι Decembeι-. PωfessoΓ Bieι-s 

spoke οιι 'ΈxcaΙ•ations at the Western Edge of 
the Ronιan Woι·/d: Miωbι·iga, Portugal. " 

The Philoi of the Gennadius Library 
sponsored a numberof activities during the 
past year. Among the lectures: 'Άthenian 
Classicism of the 19th Century ," by the 
architect and Professor at the Polytech
neion Manos Biri; "Diplomatic Documents 
at the Service ofHistory," by Mrs. Domna 
Donta, Director of the Archives of the 
Foreign Ministry; "The Archives of the 
Patriarchate of Jerusalem," by the histo
rian Agamemnon Tse1ika; and a round 
table on the subject of new approaches to 
the study of early travellers and trave
logues. The Philoi have also organized 
trips to Aitoloakamania, Morocco, Jordan, 
Egypt and the Sinai, and Epirus. 

DiΓectoι· of the ASCSA William D. Ε. Coulson 
(left) anc/ tlιe Diι·eι·ιοι· of ACOR, Amman, Dι·. 
Bel'l de Vι·ies meet befoι·e the /atter' s /ectuι·e at 
the Schoo/ οιι Maι·ch 6. Dι·. de Vι·ies spoke οιι 

"The Rοnιαιι Enψiι·e as Expeι-ieιιad Fωm α 
Fωntiπ Town ίιι Aωbia. " 

Mayer House welcomed New Ybrk area 
Friends of the ASCSA at a lecture given 
by Professor Leslie Ρ. Day in March. 
Entitled "Goddesses, Graves and Garbage," 
the talk surveyed the excavationS'in Kavousi 
directed by Professors Day, who is at 
Wabash College, Geraldine Gesell, 
University of Tennessee, and ASCSA 
Director William D. Ε. Coulson. 
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The Alumni Association has announ~ed 
the election of Darice Birge and Nancy 
Serwint forfive yearterms on the Council. 
At the Association' s annual meeting during 
the ΑΙΑ convention in Boston this Decem
ber, members voted to apply this year's 
Alumni gift towards the purchase of aπ 
"industrial strength "dryer and a color TV. 

Dι·. Angeliki Aιιdreiomenou , Ephoι· of Thebes, 
pι·epares to give heΓ lectιιre , 'Έxcavations at 
Ταιιαgω ," at the Schoo/ on MaΓch 13. 

Thirty Friends of the ASCSA will be 
traveling to Athens and to Crete as part of 
this year's 'Όn-Site with the ASCSA", 
which was filled within a few weeks ofthe 
mailing that went out in late January. 
Professor Vaηce Watrous from SUNY 
Buffalo will lead the group on its two week 
visit to Crete and to the island of Santorini. 

'Όn-Site " ίιι Pι·iιιceton: ChaiΓman of the 
FΓίends of the ASCSA DοΓeeιι C. Spitzer 
intωdικed 'Όn-Site" panicipants to C/aiΓe 
Palyvou , aι-chitect of the SantoΓini excavations, 
ιπiοΓ (Ο this June ' s visit. From left , Josephine 
Haι·bison , Fωιιι"ίs Jones, Ραιι/ίne Aι·kou/akis, 
Μι·s. Spitzeι·, Beth Smith, and Μι·s. Palyvou. 



Kalyνia, ASCSA 
Honors EV 

Fσr the fσurth year ίπ a rσw, the 
village σf Kalyvia ίπ the Mesσgeiσπ 
hσsted aπ iπtematiσπal cσπgress σπ 

Sσuth Attica frσm Nσvember 30-
December 3. The σpeηίηg sessiσπ was 
dedicated tσ Eugeπe Vaπderpσσl, 

whσse knσwledge σf the area was uπ
surpassed. Numerσus walks σver the 
terraiπ resulted ίπ a paper σπ the 
aπtiquities σf Sσuth Attica, aηd his 
excavatiσπ σf the Ptσlemaic fσrt at 
Κσrσηί, with its wide-raπgiπg impli
catiσπs bσth fσr the histσry σf Atheπs 
aπd fσr the chrσπσlσgy σf Helleπistic 
pσttery, is amσπg the mσst impσrtaηt 
archaeσlσgical wσrk dσηe there. 

ASCSA Director William D. Ε. 
Cσulsσπ assisted cσηgress σrgaπizers 
by arraπgiηg aπ eveπiηg σf papers. 
The meetiηg was held at the Cultural 
Assσciatiσπ σf Kalyvia, aηd was 
atteπded by the πσmarch σf Eastem 
Attica aηd the mayσrs σf Kalyvia, 
Keratea, Laureiσπ, aπd Marathσπ, 
amσηg many σthers. 

Prσfessσr Cσulsσπ led σff with aπ 
illustrated accσuηt σf EV's career, 
fσllσwed by my summary σf EV's 
Jacksση Lectures σπ the tσpσgraphy 
aηd histσry σf Marathσπ, σrigiπally 

delivered at Harvard ίπ 1978. Never 
published, their substaπce was dic
tated by EV and traπscribed several 
years agσ. Other Greek frieπds aηd 
cσlleagues spσke as well: Diπa Peppa
Delmσuzσιi ση Attic grave iπscrip
tiσπs, Petrσs Themelis ση a gσld baηd 
with the relief decσratiσπ frσm the 
Geσmetric cemetery at Vari, aπd 
Aπgelσs Matthaiσu σπ a πew deme 
iπscriptiσπ. 

All talks were iπ Greek aπd σur 
cσπtributiσπs were traπslated by 
Demetra Phσtiadi σf the Blegeπ 
Library. That σur σral delivery was 
cσmpreheπsible - if πσt elegaπt - is 
due eπtirely tσ the herσic cσachiπg 
effσrts the Schσσl's Admiηistrative 
Secretary Maria Pilali. As with pre
viσus cσπfereηces, the prσceediηgs σf 
this year's meetiπg will be published. 
The Schσσl is iπdebted to the σrgaπ
iziπg cσmmittee aηd especially its 
presideπt, Petros Philippou-Aπgelσu, 
for haviηg hoηored so appropriately 
a maπ who kπew aπd lσved Attica 
better thaπ aπy archaeσlσgist σf his 
geπeratioπ. 

John ΜcΚ. Camp 
Mellon Pωfessor of Aπhaeology 

Computerized Survey Underway 
During the summa s of 1988 and 1989, an archaeological research team f rom The 
Univasity Museum of the University of Pennsylvania has ωrried out α computer
ίzed survey project at Ancίent Corίnth under Pωfessor David Gilman Romano, 
assisted by undergraduate and graduate students ίn Classical Aι·c·haeology and 
Arc·hitecture Douglas Arbittia, Chrίstopheι · Campbell, E{ίzabeth Johnston, Michael 
Foundethakis, Benjamin Schoenbrun and Μαι·y Woods. Project Dίrector Romano 
here describes its scope. 

Iπitiated by the Cσriηth Excavatioπs 
uπder Directσr Charles Κ. Williams, 11, the 
Coriπth Computer Project aims tσ examiπe 
aηd aπalyze the layσut aπd orgaπizatioπ of 
the roadways, mσπumeπts aπd variσus 
structures ofthe Romaπ city. The prσject's 
immediate objective is to gaiπ a mσre 
precise idea σf the σrder of accuracy of 
Romaπ surveyiπg at Cσriπth, with particu
lar iπterest ίη the methσds aηd procedures 
emplσyed by the Rσman surveyσr. Α secoπd 
σbjective is to recover, as accurately aπd 
completely as pσssible, the plaπ of the 
Rσmaπ city. Ιπ the loπg term, the prσject 
participaπts aim to create a πew computer
geπerated plaπ of the aπcieπt city, eπabliπg 
the recσπstructioπ - ίπ twσ aπd three 
dimeπsioπs - of the city's buildiπgs aπd 
moπumeπts as well as the tσpographical 
coπtours σf the area. 

From aπcieπt literary sources as well 
as from archaeological evideπce, it is knσwπ 
that Romaη laηd surveyσrs, agrίmensores, 
measured aηd laid σut laπd with great 
accuracy usiηg the surveyiπg laπd iηstru
meπt called a groma. 

Typically, the Rσmaπ surveyor would 
start from a siπgle locatioπ aπd plσt a lίmes 
or dividiπg liπe ίπ each σf fσur directiσπs, 
which ofteπ correspoπded tσ the fσur pσiπts 
of the compass. The surveyed laπd might 
be measured fσr agricultural purpσses, iπ 
which case the prσcess was called ceπ
turiatioπ because, theoretically, itcoπtaiπed 
I 00 plots oflaπd. Ceπturiatiσπ was usually 
applied to ager publicus, laπd acquired by 
the state from defeated eπemies. Siπce 
colσπies were frequeπtly established σπ 
ager publίcus, ceηturiatioπ was ofteπ 

associated with coloηial settlemeπts. Fσl
lowiηg the sack of Coriπth ίπ 146 BC by 
the Romaπ cσηsul Mummius aπd before 
the resettlemeπt of the city as a Romaπ col
σηy, Laus Julίa Corίnthiensίs, ίπ 44 BC, 
the city was ordered, ίπ the lex agrarίa σf 
111 BC, to have all of its laπd measured 
aηd bouπdary stσπes erected ίπ preparatioπ 
for the sale σf certaiπ portioπs σf laπd. 
Clearly σπe σf σur iπterests is to determiπe 
whether there is aπy visible evideπce of 
ceπturiatiση at Coriπth. 

The methods used by city architects 
aπd plaπηers were similar tσ thσse used by 
the Roman laπd surveyσr, althσugh ίπ towηs 

aηd cities the divisiσπs σf laηd were kησwη 
as ίnsulae . Duriπg the almσst 100 years σf 
excavatioπ at Coriπth by the Americaπ 
Schσol, it has becσme appareπt that a fairly 
regular plaπ σf streets aπd rσads was 
superimposed οπ the irregular Greek city 
plaη. Οπe of σur immediate cσπcems ίπ the 
past two summers has beeπ the study σf 
the excavated Rσmaπ roads of Coriπth ίπ 
aη effσrt to better uηderstaηd their orgaπi
zatioπ aπd tσ determiπe, if pσssible, the 
city σrgaπizatioπ of insulae . 

The equipmeπt used ίπ the survey 
iπcludes a Lietz Set-3 Tσtal Statioπ (which 
is · aη electroπic theσdolite aηd Electroπic 
Distaπce Meter), a Lietz SDR-22 haπdheld 
pσrtable computer, prism reflectσrs aπd aπ 
ΙΒΜ PS/2 60 microcomputer. The speci
ficatioπs of the equipmeπt iπclude aπ 
accuracy ίπ aπgle measuremeπts σf 5 
secσπds of οπe miπute of οπe degree aπd 
ίη distaπce measuremeπts of 5mm with a 
maximum raπge σf 2800 m. We are usiπg 
the architectural draftiπg prσgram Au
tσCAD, the civil eπgiπeeriπg program DCA 
Eπgiπeeriπg aπd the Leitz survey liπk 

programs SDRLiπk aπd SDRMap. 
Ιη our curreπt wσrk we are coηcemed 

with aπ area σf the city that approximates 
seveπ square kilometers. Duriηg the past 
twσ summers we have surveyed maπy of 
the architectural features ofRomaπ Coriπth, 
σfteπ frσm πear the summit σf Acrocσriπth, 
at 573 m. abσve sea level. 

Much σf σur work has beeπ coπceπ
trated οπ a re-study σfthe Rσmaπ city road 
system, based οπ the seveπ πorth-south 
roads aπd fσur east-west rσads which have 
beeπ excavated at differeπt times ίπ the 
past 100 years. The rσads are as much as 
Ι 000 meters apart frσm each other aπd 
some of these rσads are πσt loπger visible. 
Thus some of our evideπce must come 
from earlier plaπs, aπd maps as well as 
πσteboσk descriptiσπs. From all ofthis evi
deπce we are ηοw developiπg a computer 
mσdel of the orgaπized Rσmaπ city plaπ 
which we will use tσ test ίπ the cσmiπg 
summer seasoπs. Our hypothetical grid σf 
Rσmaπ Cσriπth is based σ π areas of square 
blocks 400 Rσmaπ feet οπ a side (0.2942 
m.) ίπ areas bσth to the πorth aπd south 
of the Forum. The figure of 400 feet ·has 

continued on next page 
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Varied 
Publications 
Program Set 

The ASCSA Publications Office, under 
Editor Marian MacAllister, is expanding 
its editorial capacity, with the appointment 
of outside editors for special projects. 

Gloria F. Merker has been appointed 
to edit the publications of the Sanctuary 
of Demeter and Kore at Corinth. Cuπently, 
Dr. Merker is working closely with Dr. 
MacAllister and her staff on Volume XVIII, 
Part 2, of the Corinth series, The Roman 
Pottery and Lamp~, written by Kathleen 
W. Slane. Also in preparation is Jeffrey S. 
Soles ' The Prepalatial Cemeteries at 
Mochlos and Goumia, Hespaίa Supple
ment Volume XXIV, edited by Marcia Κ. 
Mogelonsky. 

In an exceptional cooperative 
aπangement, Hesperίa Supplement XXV 
will be a joint publication of the ASCSA 
and the Archaeological Institute of 
America. Written by Ira S. Mark, The 
Sanctuary of Athena Nike at Athens will 
be edited for the ΑΙΑ by Nancy Leinwand 
and produced by the School at the Prin
ceton office. 

ln addition, the Publications staff is 
working on a volume in the epigraphical 
group for the Athenian Agora series. 
Volume ΧΙΧ will be ajoint effort by Gerald 
V. Lalonde (τhe Horoi), Merle Κ. Lang
don (τhe Poletai Records), and Michael 
Β. Walbank (τhe Leases ofPublic Lands). 
Volume XXV ofthe same series, now also 
in production, will be The Ostraka, by 
Mabel L. Lang. 

Authors intending to submit papers for 
publication in Hesperia are reminded that 
to be reviewed at the semiannual meeting 
of the Committee on Publications in 
October, the manuscripts should be in the 
hands of the Editor by August 31. Send 
to the ASCSA, c/o Institute for Advanced 
Study, Princeton, NJ 08543-0631 . 

Computerized Survey 
continued frοπι preceding page 

been ascertained by the measurement of 
distances between surveyed or digitized 
roadways, both north-south and east-west. 

The central area of the Roman city 
(1120 Χ 1600 Roman feet), including the 
Forum, Temple Hill and suπounding areas, 
seems to have had a different orientation 
from the street grid, for both civic and 
religious buildings and monuments. ΑΙ-

ASCSA, AAR Travel to Sicily 
Willίam τ. Loomis, ASCSA Trustee and Norton Fellow thίs past year, describes the 
two-week joίnt Sι·hool-Amerίcan Academy ίn Rom.e tι·ίp to Sίι·ί/y. 

ln Fall 1989, the ASCSA made its first 
trip to Sicily, in company with the American 
Academy in Rome. The trip was led by Joe 
Connors, Director of the Academy, Mac 
Bell, Professor of Classical Archaeology 
at the University of Virginia and Director 
of the Morgantina Excavations, and John 
Camp, Mellon Professor at the School . 
Twelve Athenians joined ten Romans , 
among them a composer, an architect, a 
professor of comparative literature and a 
Baroque art historian , in addition to five 
classicists with various specialties. 

The group visited all of the important 
Greek, Roman and Phoenician sites of 
Sicily, with stops at Paestum enroute. At 
a number of post-classical sites, Joe Con
nors provided informal but leamed guid
ance on such subjects as Caravaggio and 
Baroque architecture, history and social 
life, and he recruited his former teacher, 
Emst Kitzinger, to lead the group through 
two Norman churches in Palermo. The 
group en joyed the expertise in South Italian 
architecture of Barbara Barletta, former 
ASCSA member and now Professor at the 
University of Florida. Blegen Librarian 
Nancy Winter spoke on architectural 
terracottas in the Gela Museum and 
Christopher Pfaff on the "Temple of 
Concord" at Agrigento and the temple at 
Segesta. At a number of Greek fortifica
tions, theaters, and temples, John Camp 
managed, as usual , to present a great deal 
of information in an admirably concise and 
clear fashion. It was a treat to have Mac 
Bell along because he has devoted his 
professional career to Sicily, and it soon 
became apparent, in the course of dozens 
of short talks on subjects ranging from the 
Sicels to the Marsala wine trade and from 
urbanism in Megara Hyblaia to the Motya 
Charioteer, that he must know more about 
Sicily than any other American scholar. It 
was a splendid leaming experience for all, 
and the Athenians were grateful to Joe 

though the regular street system does give 
access to this central area, the same kind 
of block organization does not seem to 
hold. The Lechaion Road of Corinth may 
well be the caι·do maximus of the Roman 
city. The decumanus maxίmus is more 
difficult to identify, but it may be the first 
east -west roadway to the north oί'the Roman 
Forum. As of yet, we have no proof of 
centuriation in the city, but future seasons 
of exploration may tell a different story. 

Kathι·yn MoΓgan , Capps Fellow this yeaι· at tlιe 

ASCSA , gets acquainted with α Telamon at 
AgΓigento. (Phot. by Ke1ιin Glowacki) 

Connors for making it possible. 
The trip to Sicily was part of a coop

erative effort between the ASCSA and the 
Academy in Rome; in retum, a number of 
Romans joined John Camp on a trip to 
Turkey at the end of March, 1990. Since 
1986, the Replogle Foundation of Chicago 
has funded the Oscar Broneer Fellowship, 
which each year sends a member of the 
School or of the Academy to the other in
stitution for a year. The Broneer Fellow
ship has, in tum, generated visits by the 
Directors and Mellon Professors of each 
institution to the other. 

Staff Offers 
Library Instruction 

Blegen Librarian Nancy Α. Winter and 
Assistant Librarian Demetra Photiadi 
presented a one-day seminar on library 
orgaπization to some forty participants from 
around the country on February 17. 

Designed to familiarize Greek archae
ologists with the basics of library science, 
to administer more effectively their librar
ies, the seminar attracted representatives 
of 15 ephorias, the Ministry of Culture, 
two museums, the Athens University 
Department of Archaeology , and the 
National Research Foundation (Center for 
Greek and Roman Archaeology). 

Using Blegen Library procedures as a 
model, Dr. Winter explained the principles 
of book ordering, classification and the 
initial processing of new books and peri
odicals, while Mrs. Photiadi presented rules 
of cataloguing. They also prepared a manual 
of procedures, which was given to each 
participant along with a copy ofthe ASCSA 
classification system, translated into Greek 
by receptionist Christina Traitoraki, and 
samples of book order forms, periodicals 
records, claim forms for missing issues, 
and check-out cards. 
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Isthmia 
ιΌιιtinued jl·onι page 3 

ίπ the period immediately followiπg the 
death of Alexaπder the Great. Further 
excavatioπ was πeeded to uπderstaπd the 
architecture of the individual workshop 
complexes and the orgaπizatioπ of the 
eπtire area. We kπew that the pottery 
recovered from both the Saπctuary aπd 
Rachi settlemeπt would be importaπt for 
the geπeral chroπology of the Coriπthia 
from the lroπ Age through the Romaπ 
period. Questioπs of stratigraphy and 
ceramics aπalysis, then, formed the goals 
of the excavations of 1989. 

Professoι· Elizabeth R. Gebhaι·d obseι-ves 
excavations in progι·ess at /stlιmia. 

The Iron Age Sanctuary 
(1100 to 700 BC) 

The Isthmiaπ Saπctuary as a whole has 
produced about 100 kg. oflron Age pottery, 
of which 80% coπsists of cups that can be 
dated between 11 00 aπd 700 BC. The 
majority of the pieces occurred, mixed 
with burnt animal boπes, ίπ layers of ash 
that had beeπ moved from their origiπal 
positioπ and redeposited in terraces east 
aπd south of the Saπctuary plateau. The 
quantity of bumt boπes and the fact that 
they were combiπed with diπiπg ware 
suggest that they are the remaiπs of sac
rifices that were accompaπied by a feast. 
Οπ the basis of the earliest cups we can 
say that the rites began about 1100 BC, 
some fifty years after the eπd of the 
Myceπaean kiπgdoms. The ash would have 
accumulated at the place of sacrifice, which 
was very likely οπ the southeast edge of 
the ceπtral plateau πear the greatest coπ
ceπtratioπ of ash in the later terraces. 

Ιπ their quantity, uniforrnity aπd sim
plicity, the cups reflect the use of staπdard 
diπiπg ware from the begiππiπg of ritual 
activity. The lack of abrasioπ on maπy of 
the fragmeπts that were fouπd in the ash 
is aπ iπdicatioπ that the cups were brokeπ 
at the time of sacrifice aπd left there, 
possibly as a gift to the god. Other dedi
catioπs are abseπt uπtil the eπd of the 9th 
century. Catheriπe Morgan is prepariπg a 

moπograph οπ the lroπ Age Saπctuary for 
the Isthmia series. 

Ιπ the middle of the 8th ceπtury, the 
sacrificial area ο π the plateau was eπlarged 
to the east aπd south by meaπs of a terrace. 
The new area seems to have beeπ coπ
nected with a chaπge ίπ the level of cult 
activity aπd its spatial orgaπizatioπ. Fiπds 
indicate that ίπ the secoπd half of the 
ceπtury, a separation was made betweeπ 
the place for offeriπgs or activities πear the 
altar, and the area reserved for dίπίπg. 

Dedicatioπs iπcrease ίπ πumber aπd 
quality at this time. There are more elabo
rate ceramic vessels, aπd the additioπ of 
tripods and arrnour suggests a coπsider
able iπcrease ίπ the iπvestmeπt accorded 
the shriπe. Although most vessels used at 
Isthmia were Coriπthiaπ or came from the 
other side of the Isthmus, evideπce for 
Lacoπiaπ imports together with an iπ

creased amount of Argive monochrome 
vessels that bear πο relatioπ to diπiπg 
activity provide evideπce ofthe dedicatioπ 
of pottery for its οwπ sake. 

Archaic Temple of Poseidon 
The Archaic Saπctuary's priπciple 

moπumeπt was the great stoπe temple 
erected to Poseidon οπ the rocky plateau 
adjacent to the sacrificial area of the Ιrοπ 
Age. Broπeer discovered blocks from the 
temple and portions of its floor uπder its 
Classical successor, but excavatioπs this 
year revealed that much more is preserved 
thaπ he had realized. Fouπdatioπ treπches 
were fouπd at the west, north, and east eπds 
of the buildiπg, aπd there is aπother treπch, 
partially coπserved, at the south. The outer 
foundatioπs caπ be assigπed to a peristyle 
coloπnade, aπ importaπt feature for so early 
a temple. 

Well-preserved portioπs ofthe origiπal 
earthen floor laid at the time of coπstruc
tioπ coπtaiπed π ο pottery that need be dated 
later thaπ the middle of the 7th ceπtury. 
We can thus place the coπstructioπ of the 
building in the secoπdquarterofthe seveπth 
ceπtury. Α secoπd floor carried within it 
pottery from the 7th to the mid-6th ceπtury, 
aπd the final surface seems to have beeπ 
laid down shortly before the temple was 
destroyed by a catastrophic blaze. The date 
of that fire can ποw be placed ίπ the years 
arouπd 470 BC, οπ the basis of heavily 
bumt pieces ofCoriπthiaπ aπd Attic pottery 
studied by Julie Bentz. Fritz Hemaπs is 
prepariπg a πew study of the Archaic 
Temple. 

Eastern Terraces 
After coπstructioπ of the Archaic 

Temple aπd its long altar, most of the 
ceremoπial activities were probably coπ
fiπed to the surface of the rock arouπd the 

altar aπd the teniple because the eastem 
terrace bears little . sigπ of use. It was oπly 
in the mid 6th ceπtury , after the foundiπg 
of the Paπhelleπic Isthmiaπ Games, that 
more aπd greater terraces begaπ to be 
created east aπd south ofthe temple plateau. 
Α major portion of our excavations was 
devoted to these terraces. 

We fouπd that, betweeπ the secoπd 
quarter of the 6th century aπd the late 4th 
ceπtury BC, seveπ terraces had beeπ built 
οπe over the other aπd exteπdiπg farther 
to the east. Each was supported upoπ fill 
takeπ from πearby areas of the shrine and 
served to enlarge the area available for 
ceremoπies such as the sacrificial meal. 
Five terraces beloπg to the early periods. 
Two more were forrned ίπ the following 
ceπturies: οπe after the Archaic Temple 
was destroyed by fire about 470 BC, the 
other after its Classical successor was badly 
damaged ίπ 390 BC. We discovered that 
a second road was built at that time to 
coππect the saπctuary with some poiπt to 
the southeast, probably the harbor towπ of 
Keπchreai. 

The Early Stadium 
The first stadium together with Terrace 

3 was built ίπ the middle of the 6th ceπtury 
BC to accommodate the crowds that flocked 
to the πew Isthmian Games. The west end 
of the track was cut into the rock of the 
temple plateau; the remaiπder was forrned 
by trimmiπg the Rachi slope and, where 
the grouπd dropped away, by addiπg great 
sections of artificial terraciπg. This seasoπ 
we explored the spectator embaπkmeπt 
where it met aπd overlapped Terrace 3. Α 
hard-packed surface οπ the terrace reveals 
the passage used by spectators as they 
moved from the sacrificial area to the 
stadium. 

On the other haπd, the embaπkment 
where they sat to watch the games has 
largely disappeared. Α layer of field stones 
remains at the level of the track, but we 
should imagine that there was originally 
a geπtly sloping terrace. Later the embaπk
meπt was eπlarged with the additioπ of a 
retaiπiπg wall, and theπ with aπ outside 
ramp. The stadium thus steadily expaπded 
at the expeπse of the sacrificial area uπtil 
it fiπally became πecessary to feπce offthe 
southerπ part of the altar by the barrier. 
Three large stoπe bases for tall masts, aπd 
the beddiπg for a fourth, have beeπ fouπd 
aloπg the east side of the altar, and a set 
of four smaller posts occur at the south. 

The Rachi Settlement 
Five πew complexes were excavated 

this seasoπ. They provide iπforrnation about 
the plaπniπg aπd functioπ of the structures, 

contίnued on next page 
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Isthmia 
contίnued from preceding poge 

as well as material to place the date of their 
construction in the second half of the 4th 
century BC and subsequent destruction by 
fire in the Iast quarter of the 3rd century 
BC. The areas appear to have been used 
to process cloth, and each complex had its 
own storage chamber cut out of bed-rock 
and roofed with Corinthian pan tiles . 
Although most of the contents appears to 
have been removed before the fire, a number 
of architectural pieces, perhaps awaiting 
reuse, amphorae, figurines, and much 
cooking ware and fine pottery were recov
ered from them. Food was evidently being 
prepared and consumed in the area; there
fore, although the structures revealed in 
the excavations appear to be workshops, 
they must have included living quarters, 
possibly in a second storey. The high quality 
of the decorated drinking cups and plates 
suggests a prosperous community. 

The East House illustrates the parts of 
a typical workshop complex. It includes 
rooms and a vat to the right and, at left, 
a basement room cut ουt of bedrock, over 
which there was probably a second story 
covered with a tiled roof. Α rock-cut 
staircase led to a courtyard below. 

Further study of the Rachi settlement 
made it clear that its orientation was 
definitely to the south, over-looking the 
road to Kenchreai. The bulk of the working 
complexes, connected by numerous stair
cases cut into the bedrock, are located on 
the south slope of the hill. They thus took 
advantage of the winter sun and were 
somewhat sheltered from the fierce north 
wind. Furthermore, the customers they very 
likely served would have been found on 
the road to the busy Corinthian harbor 
town of Kenchreai. 

Ceramics 
Excavations this season have produced 

sizable quantities of Protogeometric and 
Geometric pottery from deposits in all areas, 
butespecially in the southeast teπace, while 
the Archaic pottery has broadened our 
understanding of the centuries associated 
with the building of the Archaic Temple 
and the founding of the Games. For the 
Roman period, new, stratified finds under 
study by John Hayes have clarified the 
early stages of development of the special 
series of ritual/votive vessels used in the 
cult of Palaimon. 

In the northwest part of the Sanctuary, 
sealed contexts associated with the road 
beds have finally appeared for the 2nd 
century BC relief bowls found scattered 
over the site. There are also some useful 
groups of the period 50-75 AD associated 

with the roads in the same area. Some 
earlier Ι st century AD material occurs here 
and elsewhere on the site, but the earliest 
structures do not appear until around the 
time ofNero's visit in 67 AD. These finds, 
like the other Roman pottery from the main 
Sanctuary, are basically domestic in char
acter, closely matching finds from Corinth. 

The next years at Isthmia wi 11 be devoted 
to the study and analysis of the materials 
excavated in 1989 and previous seasons. 
Several monographs and articles on classes 
of objects are in preparation. Further studies 
will include the history of the site, its 
ceremonial activities, the relation between 
cult and athletics, contributions of the Hel
lenistic rulers to the Sanctuary, and new 
cult practices and architectural develop
ment in the Roman period. 

*The excαvαrions αre sιφporred by α rhree yeαr 
grαnr from rhe Ναιίοnα! Endowmenr fοΓ rhe 
Humαniries mαrched by conrriburions from 
privare donors , αnd wirh rhe grαcious pamίssion 
of rhe Ministry of Cu!ιure. τhe srαff included α 
numba of senιΌι· schofaι·s: Viι·giniα Andason
Srojαnovic, Kαrim Αrαfαι, Julie Bentz, John 
Hαyes, αnd Cαthaine Morgαn, who αΓe woι·king 
on rhe fίnαl publicαrίon of rhe caαmics ji"Om 
Oscaι· BΙ"Dnea' s excαvαrions of 1952-1967 αs 
wel! αs ji"Om new work αι rhe site, 1980-1989. Α 
reαm of nine srudenrs αnd rwo professίonα! 
members served αs rreιιch mαsrers wίrh αιι excα
vαrion aew of experίeιιced Greek workmen. Α 
conservαror αnd phorogrαpher ωmplered the 
group. The Jine results obrαίned from the exca
vαιions αι·e due in gι·eαι meαsure ιο rhe cαre 
αnd pαrience thαt everyone devoted ιο their 
rαsks. Frirz Hemαns served αs chίef αrchίrect 
αnd αssistαnr direcror, αnd rhe αurhor wαs the 
Jield diι·ecror αnd pι·incipαl investigαror. 

Greek Here, Now 
If you want to leam ancient Greek from 

scratch, or firm up what you think you 
know, consider immersing yourself in a 
ten-week course offered at the City Uni
versity of New York this summer, with 
course credits grarιted by Brooklyn Col
lege. 

The classes meet five days a week, with 
optional Sunday reviews offered in six of 
the ten weeks. The textbook was designed 
by two ASCSA alumni, Hardy Hansen and 
Gerald Quinn. Its twenty units are com
pleted in six weeks, the remaining time 
given over to reading Greek: in weeks 7-
8, Plato' s Ion in its entirety, along with 
selections from poetry and prose, and in 
weeks 9-1 Ο, Euripides' Medea, along with 
selections from Homer, Arist9tle's Ethics, 
Thucydides, and the New Testament. 

For further information, call or write 
the Latin/Greek Institute, 33 West 42nd 
Street, New York, ΝΥ 10036, (212) 642-
2912. 

Exhibition 
Honors 
Mitropoulos 
ASCSA Dίrector Wίllίam D. Ε. 
Coulson, who contrίbuted the fol
lowing note, provίded the ίnίtία/ 
impetus for an exhίbitίon and 
concerts in honor of Dimίtrί 
Μ ίtropoulos. 

Το mark the thirtieth anniversary 
since the death of Dimitri Mitropou
los, one of the great figures in twen
ti.eth century music, the Gennadius 
Library organized an exhibition which 
was on display from January 30 to the 
end of April, 1990, drawing on the Li
brary's extensive archive of Mitro
poulos' original scores and other 
papers. 

Mitropoulos began his American 
career in Minneapolis as conductor of 
the Minneapolis Symphony, which in 
the years before and just after W orld 
War Π served as training ground for 
several young musicians who went ση 
to rank among the foremost American 
conductors, among these Leopold 
Stokowski and Eugene Ormandy, both 
of whom conducted the Philadelphia 
Orchestra after their early expeήence 
in Minneapolis, while the recordings 
made by Antal Dorati with the Sym
phony are still among the best avail
able today. 

The exhibition illustrates Mitro
poulos' tremendous range of reper
tory, extending from the German 
school to the Russian masters to 
French musicians at the tum of the 
century to American composers. 
During his tenure with the New York 
Philharmonic, Mitropoulos did more 
than almost any other conductor to 
further the cause of modern American 
music, conducting many premieres of 
works by such composers as Roy 
Haπis, William Schuman, and Virgil 
Thompson. In the last years ofhis life 
he was the Music Director of the Met
ropolitan Opera, and his recordings of 
Verdi and Puccini operas have be
come collectors' items. 

The exhibition could not have 
taken place without the efforts of the 
Librarian of the Gennadeion, Sophie 
Papageorgiou, and the archivist of the 
Gennadeion, Christina Varda, who 
organized the entire exhibition and 
wrote the catalogue. 
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Francis Redding Walton 1910-1989 of the Gennadius Library, reflecting the 
expansion of the library. 

When Fraπk Waltoπ came to Atheπs ίπ 
1961, to become Librariaπ of the Geπ
πadeion, he in itiated a teπure that was to 
become the loπgest contiπual service of 
aπy Librariaπ of that lπstitution, lasting 
uπtil his retirement iπ 1976. His previous 
academic posts iπ the Departmeπt of 
Classics at the Uπiversities of Chicago aπd 
Miππesota, Haverford, aπd Florida State 
Uπiversity had prepared him well for his 
πew responsibilities. In Atheπs he set out 
with single-miπded devotioπ to make the 
Library better kποwπ iπtematioπally aπd 
to iπcrease its already moπumeπtal hold
iπgs iπ post-classicalliterature aπd history 
of the Greek world. 

Οπe of his greatest achievemeπts was 
the Catalogue of the Geππadius Library, 
published in 1969 ίπ seveπ thick folio 
volumes that brought the coπtents of the 
Library to the scholarly world, the result 
of five years of compilatioπ aπd editiπg; 
aπd, through his efforts, paid for by the 
publisher(G.K. Hall Compaπy) ratherthan 
by the School. He also aπaπged for the 
restoration and cataloguing of the Library 's 
rich collection of watercolors by Edward 

Lear, aπd the reproductions , by the Merideπ 
Gravure Company, of two of the finest, 
Cape Souπion aπd Caπdia, Crete. 

His acquisitioπs were notable. By gifts 
and purchases he brought back many rare 
items thatJohn Gennadius had beeπ obliged 
to sell iπ 1895, before he bequeathed the 
remaiπder of his sigπificaπt collectioπ to 
the ASCSA. Perhaps Sibthorp 's great Flora 
Graeca was the treasure whose recovery 
most delighted Fraπk . Maπy of the Li
brary's acquisitioπs aπived as gifts be
cause of Fraπk's assiduous cultivatioπ of 
doπors aπd heirs. The Sch\iemaππ family 
papers are in part gifts from members of 
the family aπd ίπ part purchased with a 
graπt from the Eli Lilly Foundatioπ. 

Amoπg other eπduriπg accomplish
meπts was Fraπk's creatioπ, ίπ 1963, of 
The Frieπds of the Gennadeioπ, made up 
of Greek aπd American bibliophi\es who 
coπtiπue to coπtribute geπerously to the 
iπcrease aπd stature of the Library, and the 
iπauguratioπ, iπ 1965, of The Griffon, 
named for the mythical beast that adoms 
the buildiπg 's facade. In 1970, Fraπk' s title 
was chaπged from Librariaπ to Director 

Fraπk Walton 's infectious enthusiasm 
was balanced by his serious scholarly 
research, which iπspired a number of 
lectures that he gave to international 
confereπces aπd symposia. Perhaps the 
most notable. was given on the occasioπ 
of the 50th aπniversary of the Geπnadius 
Library in 1976,eπtitled"TheGreekBook, 
1476-1825," the earliest being Lascaris' 
Grammar of 1476 aπd the latest, the first 
book priπted iπ Athens, the poems of 
Athaπasios Christopoulos. 

Upoπ retiremeπt the Waltons settled in 
Washiπgton, D.C., πear their children, 
David and Sara, but after the death of his 
wife, Mary, an equally zealous supporter 
of the Library, his health begaπ to fail. At 
the memorial service on October 9, 1989, 
at the Washington Hospice, frieπds aπd 
relatives were moved by the choice of 
hymns and the reading of three of his 
favorite poems: Teπnysoπ's "Uiysses," 
Byron 's "The Isles ofGreece," aπd Edward 
Lear's "The Ow\ and the Pussycat." 

R. Η. Howland 
Trustee, ASCSA 

Cedric G. Boulter 1912-1989 Cedric gave the impressioπ of beiπg aπ 
understated, carefully measured maπ who 
was above all a geπtlemaπ, always impec
cably dressed, a freshly starched shirt 
crisply eπclosing his thiπ frame. Modesty, 
reserved charm aπd good humor pervaded 
his conversation. But this precise, digπi
fied professor also had a delightfully warm 
and jovial side, as wheπ trimming the 
Christmas tree with our children, or shariπg 
a mountainous peanut butter suπdae with 
aπ active three-year-old. 

Cedric Boulter, Charles Phelps Taft 
Professor of Classics, Emeritus, at the 
University of Ciπciππati, iπterπationally 
respected scholar iπ the fie1d ofGreek vase 
paintiπg, died οπ October 10, 1989, at the 
Alois Alzheimer Ceπter iπ Ciπciππati. 

Bom in Caπada, Cedric's iπterest iπ 
Greek art begaπ at Priπce ofWales College 
andcoπtiπued atAcadia Uπiversity (1933), 
Johπs Hopkiπs (1933-34), aπd the Ameri
caπ School at Atheπs (1934-35). It was as 
School Fellow iπ Archaeo1ogy that he first 
studied with Carl Blegeπ, with whom he 
-shared aπ eπduriπg frieπdship. Ι π the Ν ews
letter ofWiπter, 1984, he recalled workiπg 
uπder Blegeπ's direction at Troy, where 
he uncovered a Mycenaeaπ wall aπd the 
remains of what Blegeπ ideπtified as the 
Scaeaπ Gate, creditiπg Cedric with the dis
covery. 

With a PhD. in Classics from Ciπciπ
nati in 1939, Cedric 's distinguished teach
ing career at that institution began and 
continued uπtil his retirement in 1982, with 
a year as Annual Professor at the ASCSA 
( 1965-66). Cedric served the School οπ the 
Managing Committee, as Chairman of the 
A1umπae/i Associatioπ (1971-73) aπd, in 
1974, οπ the Publicatioπs Committee. 
Mainstay of the Cincinnati Society of the 
Archaeo\ogica\ lπstitute of America and of 

his university ίπ maπy capacities, he was 
a popular lecturer, delightiπg audieπces 
with his keeπ iπsights raπgiπg from Broπze 
Age to Hellenistic Greece, particularly οπ 
ceramics of the c\assica\ period. 

It was Cedric's love aπd mastery of 
Greek vase paiπtiπg which brought us 
together in 1975, when he proposed our 
collaboratiπg οπ a fascicule of the Corpus 
Vasorum Aπtiquorum devoted to the Attic 
vases iπ the Toledo Museum of Art. Pre
pariπg the CV Α maπuscript with him 
proved to be a truly joyous uπdertaking. 
His accurate observatioπs aπd ability 
iπvariably to recall a precise parallel orref
ereπce, was outshoπe only by his endless 
patieπce aπd good πature. Our frieπdship 
over this project led to a second CV Α 
fascicu\e, which appeared in 1984, priπ
cipally of Toledo's non-Attic vases. 

Patricia Neils Boulter survives him, as 
do their two sons, Johπ Neils Boulter of 
Cinciππati aπd Edward Gordon Boulter of 
Tempe, Arizona. Perhaps it is for those 
very qualities uπderstood aπd represented 
by the painters of the Greek vases he so 
admired, that Cedric Boulter will be best 
remembered by all who kπew him: nobility 
aπd humanity. 

Kuι-t τ. Luckna 
The Toledo Museum of Art 

Peter von Blanckenhagen 1910-1990 
Bom ίπ Latvia, educated ίπ Germaπy, Professor Peter νοπ Blanckeπhageπ was a 

member for many years of the School's Maπaging Committee and Visitiπg Professor 
ίπ 1976-1977. He was aπ omament to the iπterdisciplinary "Committee for Social Thought" 
at the Uπiversity of Chicago, and to the Fine Arts Departmeπt at Harvard, before comiπg 
to New York University's Institute of Fine Arts in 1959, where he remaiπed until his 
retirement in 1979. The ASCSA salutes this penetrating scholar and sensitive teacher 
of the architecture, paiπtiπg and sculpture of the aπcieπt world. 
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Malcolm Francis 
McGregor 
1910-1989 

Malcolm Francis McGregor, 
Professor Emeritus of Classics at the 
University of British Columbia, died 
in November, 1989, shortly after his 
friend and colleague Benjamin Dean 
Meritt, with whom he collaborated on 
The Athenian Tribute ιists along with 
Η. Τ. Wade-Gery. 

Bom in ιondon, he came to Canada 
atage fourteen, took adegree in classics 
from the University of British Colum
bia, did further graduate work at the 
University of Michigan, and received 
his doctorate from the University of 
Cincinnati. Here he first became 
interested in Attic epigraphy, and 
remained on the faculty until 1954, 
when he retumed to the classics de
partment at University of British 
Columbia until 1977. 

Professor McGregor served as a 
member of the ASCSA Managing 
Committee from 1956, as visiting 
lecturer in the spring of 1961, and as 
Chairman of the Committee on 
Admissions and Fellowships from 
1972-1975. 

His wife, Marguerite, predeceased 
him by a few months. He is survived 
by a daughter, a son, and five grand
daughters, and will be sorely missed, 
by friends and colleagues, and by the 
British Columbia Mainland Cricket 
ιeague, for in his day, he was both 
a fine player and a referee. 

Epigraphical 
Center Opens 

The College of Humanities and the 
Department of Classics at The Ohio State 
University have announced the opening of 
a new center designed to support the study 
of Greek and ιatin inscriptions. The 
extensive library holdings of the Center 
include the scholarly library of Α. Ε. Gordon 
and the off-print collection of Α. G. 
Woodhead. The Center also has a growing 
collection of squeezes (list available on 
request) and photographs. Inquiries are 
welcome. Write to Professor Stephen 
Tracey, Director, Center for Epigraphical 
Studies, 190 Pressey Hall, I 070 Carmack 
Road, The Ohio State University, Colum
bus, Ohio 43210-1002. 

Wace/Blegen Conference Draws 
International Participation · 

Over 200 people attended The Intema
tional Conference on Mainland Greek 
Pottery and Trade in the Aegean Bronze 
Age, held in the Blegen ιibrary of the 
ASCSA on December 2-3, 1989. 

Organized by Dr. E1izabeth Wace 
French, Director of the British School in 
Athens, and Dr. Carol Zemer, Mellon Archi
vist ofthe ASCSA , the conference marked 
the 50th anniversary ofthe landmark article, 
"Pottery as Evidence for Trade and 
Colonisation in the Aegean Bronze Age," 
published by Alan J.B. Wace and Carl W. 
Blegen in Klio 32, 1939. Scholars from a 
dozen countries presented 43 papers which 
drew on the wealth of new evidence 
uncovered in subsequent years to reassess 
the original findings of Wace and Blegen. 

On the first day, the papers reviewed 
the present state of knowledge conceming 
trade in pottery from Mainland Greece in 
the areas covered by Wace and Blegen: 
Mainland Greece and the islands (Κ. De
makopoulou, Ρ. Mountjoy, J. Rutter, Κ. 
Wardle, andC. Zemer), Crete(V. Watrous), 
Cyprus (G. Cadogan), the ιevant and Egypt 
(V. Hankey and J. Balensi), Italy (ι. 

Vagnetti), and Anatolia (Ε. French). Dr. 
Richard Jones of the Fitch ιaboratory of 
the British School discussed archaeologi
cal science, perhaps the most significant 
new tool for ceramic studies since Wace 
and Blegen's work. 

The second day was devoted to shorter 
papers which explored specific sites and 
problems. New discoveries in Greece were 
presented by Μ. Theochari, S. Parlama, Ε. 
Hatzipou1iou (Skyros), Α. Sampson 
(Manika), Ο. Kakavogianni (Koropi), Ρ. 
Betancourt (ιerna), J. Maran (Kiapha 
Thiti), J. Papadopoulos (τorone), and ι. 
Papazoglou-Manioudaki (Patras); Υ. ιolos 
(Salamis), S. Hiller (Aegina), Μ. Marthari 
(τhera), Ο. Hadjia~astasiou (Naxos), Α. 
Farnoux (Delos), Β. Hallager (Crete), and 
Μ. Benzi (Kalymnos). Alsoexamined were 
Cyprus (H-G. Buchholz, Α. South on 
Kalavassos-Ayios Dhimitrious); the ιe
vant (0. Negbi); Anatolia (J. Sperling and 

DΓ. Ca/"0/ Ζeπια (/eft) and Dι·. Elizabeth Wace 
Fι·enclι at the Wace!Biegen confaence. 

Ε. French for Troy); and Italy (ι. Re, ι. 
Marazzi, and S. Tusa). 

A1so discussed on the second day were 
other aspects of production and trade in 
Mycenaean pottery, as well as theories of 
trade and colonization, by S. Immerwahr, 
Η. Haskell and R. Jones, Ν. Hirschfeld, 
G. Korres, D. Small and Ε. Cline, C. ιam
brou-Phillipson and W. Donovan. 

On display during the conference were 
posters which presented scientific and 
technica1 aspects of pottery ana1ysis, 
mounted in ιoring Hall by C. Bellardelli, 
S. Vaughan, Ρ. Day, Υ. Maniatis and R. 
Jones. 

The Conference took shape with the 
appointment of Dr. French to the Direc
torship ofthe BSA. Her father, Alan Wace, 
and Carl Blegen of the ASCSA were close 
friends and colleagues throughout their 
archaeological careers. The participants in 
the Conference stressed the unique con
tributions of Wace and Blegen to the 
development of method and theory in 
Bronze Age archaeology, and reaffirrned 
that their ground-breaking work remains 
an inspiration to all. 

Το mark the spirit of friendship and 
scholarly collaboration, Dr. Zemer pre
pared an exhibition in the Basil Room of 
the Gennadius ιibrary. Entitled 'Άlan J. 
Β. Wace and Carl W. Blegen: Α Friend
ship in the Realms of Bronze," the exhibit 
displayed correspondence, photographs, 
archaeological records, drawings and 
watercolors from the Archives of the 
ASCSA and BSA, and the Wace Archives 
in Cambridge, England. 

Willianι D. Ε. Coιιlson (left), Michael Sotiι·hos. AmbassadoΓ of the United States to Gι·eece, and Μι·s. 
Estelle Sotiι·ho.5 αι the opening of the Wace/8/egen Exhibiιion. 
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... και τα λοιπά ... news and notes ... και τα λοιπά ... news and notes ... και τα λοιπά .. . 

Professor Murray C. McCiellan , Secretary of 
the ASCSA from 1981-1983, has been ap
pointed to administer the on-site activities of 
the Beaver Co11ege Center for Education 
Abroad. Professor McClellan is current1y ση 
the facu1ties of Emory University and Agnes 
Scott College. 

Trustee Marianne McDonald has been ap
pointed President of the Society for the Pres
ervation of the He11enic Heritage. Founded 
more than a decade ago, the Society has he1ped 
fund a number of archaeo1ogica1 projects and 
studies in Greece, and is current1y restoring 
a neoc1assica1 house in the P1aka area of Athens. 

That sta1wart Vermonter, Frederick 
Crawford, Chairman Emeritus ofthe ASCSA 
Trustees, turned 99 on March 17. On June 2, 
in Athens, the "Sa1oni" in Loring Hall is to 
become, with appropriate ceremony, the 
Crawford Room. 

Hunter College colleagues ofthe 1ate Claireve 
Grandjouan ce1ebrated the pub1ication of her 
book, He11enistic Re1ief Mo1ds from the 
Athenian Agora, on Friday, March 23 at the 
College. A1so honored on the occasion were 
Eileen Markson and Professor Susan Ι. Ro
troff, who he1ped prepare the manuscript for 
pub1ication in the Agora series. 

The Chicago Society of the Archaeo1ogica1 
lnstitute of America ce1ebrated its centennia1 
in March with a Symposium at the Orienta1 
lnstitute. Professor Elizabeth R. Gebhard, 
Trustee and Director of the University of 
Chicago excavations at lsthmia, spoke on the 
history of the excavations and the work of 
ProfessorOscar Broneer, who taught for many 
years at the University of Chicago. 

Trustee James Η. Ottaway, Jr., received the 
Yo1unteer Service Award ofthe ΑΙΑ from Past 
President James R. Wiseman at the 1989 
Recognition Dinner on December 28, for his 
service as Treasurer ofthe lnstitute from 1983-
1985. 

Mr. Charles Page, aπ o1d friend of the 1ate 
Director of the Gennadius Library Frank 
Wa1ton, has given to the Library severa1 issues 
of the Il1ustrated London News dating from 
1863, describing the historic departure from 
Copenhagen and the arriva1 in Athens on 
October 30, 1863, of "George Ι, King of the 
Hellenes." 

The Third Annua1 How1and Lecture in Clas
sical Archaeology, honoring ASCSA Trustee 
Richard Η. Howland , was presented in March 
by Professor Evelyn Β. Harrison of the In
sti tute ofFine Arts, New York University. Her 
Subject: "Making and Faking Greek Sculp
ture." 

The American School of 
Classical Studies at Athens 
41 East 72nd Street, New York, Ν .Υ. I 0021 

Address Coπectlon Requested 

Enid Bayan has retired from the Institute for 
Advanced Study after 28 years of service, pri
marily as Keeper of the Agora Records and 
Secretary to Professor Homer Thompson. In 
addition, she cheerfully undertook such other 
tasks as preparing the Herculean 'Άnnual 

Shipment" from the Publications Office to the 
School in Athens. At the party in her honor 
in March, it was observed that , although Boston 
remains her favorite city above all, her visit 
to the Agora midway in her career convinced 
her that Athens is a close second. 

Mrs. Yirginia Lucas Nick, longtime Friend 
of the Gennadius Library, was named Dallas' 
'Άmbassador to Greece," at the head of the 
Gala Committee organizing a benefit for Dallas 
World Salute, 1990, which is dedicated this 
year to the history and culture of Greece. Co
chairman of the Committee is another Genna
dius Friend, Mrs. Margaret McDermott. 

Ms. Kay Babbitt, whose father was the first 
Fellow in Archaeology at the Schoo1 in I 895-
1 896, has donated his collection of small 
antiqu ities to the School 's Study Collection in 
the Blegen Library. Among the welcome 
additions are a b1ack-figure lekythos , four 
aryballoi, a skyphos, miniature oinochoe, torso 
of a jointed dol1 and a theatrical figurine. 
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